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Abstract

This paper presents a novel expansion of the osteopathic technique of Strain and Counterstrain (SCS), originally developed by Lawrence Jones, DO. While SCS focuses on examining and treating the musculoskeletal system, *Fascial Counterstrain* (CS), presented here, provides a treatment and pathophysiological model that integrates all systems of the body into Jones's concept of neuromuscular dysfunction. In CS, TPs (including traditional SCS TPs) are identified and treated with specialized fascial glides targeted to local nociceptors and mechanoreceptors instead of traditional Jones positions of comfort. Additionally, this model outlines a process to identify treatments for previously undescribed neuromuscular TPs, two of which are described in the paper. These newly-developed treatments have been empirically validated through years of successful patient outcomes in a variety of patient populations.

A physiological rationale for the CS treatment model is presented that incorporates concepts of central processing and the science of fascia. Neurons located in the deep fascia have both nociceptive and mechanoreceptive properties and respond to low threshold pressure changes. Repeated peripheral nociceptive input from the fascia into the central nervous system can cause a prolonged or ongoing increase in nociceptive pathway excitation, resulting in central sensitization. This, combined with subsequent excitation of peripheral nociceptors, can effectively create system-specific TPs. CS treatments decompresses local nociceptors and mechanoreceptors, mechanically deactivating them. This reduces peripheral
nociceptive input to the spinal cord, reverting central processing back to its normal, non-excited state.

The CS case study presented is that of calcific shoulder tendonitis which failed to respond adequately to arthroscopic sub-acromial decompression and a 6-week standard course of post-operative rehabilitation. The patient was subsequently referred for a trial of CS in an attempt to avoid calcific nodule resection and complete rotator cuff repair. Following CS treatment, the patient regained full strength, full range of motion, and reported significant pain relief. Additionally, x-ray evidence demonstrated 100% reabsorption of the calcific nodule in a time frame that is 92% faster than average reabsorption time with standard treatment. These promising case results and the associated physiological rationale suggest that CS provides an effective and targeted multi-system treatment which merits further study.
INTRODUCTION

Fascial Counterstrain is a modern, expanded version of the osteopathic technique Strain and Counterstrain in which all systems of the human body are assessed and treated, not just the musculoskeletal system. A new explanation of fascial/neuromuscular tender points is presented that utilizes the modern concepts of central processing and the emerging science of fascia as a contractile sensory organ. We suggest that the body protects all tissues, not just musculoskeletal structures, via nocifensive reflexes orchestrated by the fascial system. A Fascial Counterstrain case study is presented to demonstrate the concept of multi-system fascial manipulation and its potential impact on a myriad of musculoskeletal and non-musculoskeletal medical conditions.

BACKGROUND

Strain and Counterstrain (SCS), also known as Positional Release, is a passive positional technique developed by Lawrence Jones, DO, aimed at relieving musculoskeletal (MS) and fascial pain through the use of indirect (non-painful, reflex-based) manual manipulation (D’Ambrogio & Roth 1997). SCS is a common form of soft tissue manipulation practiced by osteopathic physicians, physical therapists, and other manual medicine practitioners worldwide (Johnson & Kurtz 2003; Saphy et al. 2016).

SCS has multiple clinical indications and has been utilized to treat disorders involving pain, edema, joint hypo-mobility, skeletal muscle tension, muscle weakness, and fascial tension (Chaitow 2007; D’Ambrogio & Roth 1997; Wong 2012). Initially,
tender points (TPs) are identified to diagnose neuromuscular dysfunction and are monitored over the course of treatment to assess clinical progress. Physically, TPs were described by Jones as ‘tense, tender, edematous masses about 1 cm in diameter’ and have been documented in both muscular and fascial locations (Chaitow 2007; D’Ambrogio & Roth 1997; Jones 1995). After a diagnostic TP is identified, patients are passively placed into specified positions for up to 90 seconds to release the TP (Chaitow 2007; D’Ambrogio & Roth 1997; Jones 1995; Wong 2012). In the classic SCS model, no distinction is made between TPs and myofascial trigger points (Trps), but a discussion of how they are related will be given later in the framework of the proposed CS model.

The proposed physiological mechanisms behind SCS are theoretical. Historically, the proprioceptive or Korr hypothesis of joint dysfunction has been utilized to explain the effects of SCS (Wong 2012). In this theory, aberrant neuromuscular reflexes caused by dysfunctional muscle spindles lead to joint fixation and dysfunction (Korr 1975). Through passive positioning, SCS is believed to reset the dysfunctional proprioceptors to baseline sensitivity, normalizing the stretch reflex and restoring pain-free function to the involved joint.

In 1990, Van Buskirk questioned the validity of the proprioceptive model (Van Buskirk 1990). He argued that muscle spindle activity alone is neither necessary nor typically sufficient to produce isolated skeletal muscle contraction and that other tissue proprioceptors exist, such as nociceptors that can cause a similar clinical presentation. He argued for a nociceptive model that could account for the fact that
joint dysfunction is known to be caused by non-muscular tissues like the viscera, which do not contain muscle spindles. In 2005, the Van Buskirk nociceptive model was updated to include new research related to the excitation of segmental dorsal root reflexes and the potential for pain modulation from descending Central Nervous System (CNS) pathways (Howell & Willard 2005).

The scope of SCS treatment has been expanded over the last 20 years by the lead author, Brian Tuckey PT, OCS, (BT) a disciple of Jones. One of only four physical therapists to be certified to teach SCS by Jones, BT has identified over 500 previously undocumented neuromuscular TPs, a significant number of which require manipulation of non-muscular structures in order to alleviate the clinical signs and symptoms. While these newly identified TPs are located in surface muscle or fascial tissues, manipulative forces are typically applied to underlying anatomical tissues including the visceral fascia (peritoneum), vascular fascia (tunica adventitia), ligaments and all aspects of the nervous system (epineurium). This new, multi-system form of SCS is called *Fascial Counterstrain* or simply *Counterstrain* (CS) (Saphy et al. 2016; Tuckey 2008, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015a, b, c). CS TPs are believed to impact the function of the specific systems to which they relate through reflexive connections to the CNS. A theoretical physiological rationale is offered to explain the effects of this new form of SCS, one that takes into consideration the modern concepts of central sensitization and the expanding role of fascia as a sensory organ.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**
CS treatment differs from classic SCS treatments described by Jones in that fascial glides, not treatment positions, are utilized to facilitate a release (Jones 1995; Tuckey 2015c). The following sequence details the steps involved in a CS TP release. The specific physiological changes described in each step will be discussed later in the manuscript.

1) A diagnostic TP is identified.

2) A fascial glide or joint movement is performed that unloads the involved structure. This manipulation is performed to the specific tissue that has been clinically identified to release the TP. The structure manipulated may be MS, visceral, neural, or vascular in origin.

3) This tissue-specific manipulation decompresses local nociceptors and mechanoreceptors, mechanically deactivating them.

4) The treatment or decompressed position is maintained for 15-45 seconds. This allows any noxious substances in the surrounding area to dissipate, alleviating chemical irritation of the involved peripheral nociceptors.

5) The technique is repeated to other TPs located in the targeted region/limb/etc. This reduces peripheral fascial nociceptive input to the spinal cord, reverting central processing back to its normal, non-excited state.

6) Fascial tonus is reduced and nocifensive reflexes are returned to normal, resolving tissue texture abnormalities and restoring pain-free mobility to the involved structures.
7) Sympathetic activation is reduced as central processing normalizes, reducing ischemia and edema in the vascular bed.

8) The patient is re-assessed to verify resolution of the involved TPs and to assess improvements in pain, mobility, edema, function, etc.

Extensive manipulative experience and anatomical knowledge is required to identify TPs not previously described in SCS. In addition to training under Jones, the author (BT) studied multiple forms of manipulation over a 26-year period to gain proficiency in joint mobility testing and the ability to differentiate, using palpation, between different soft tissue types (e.g. muscular vs. visceral tissues.) The following sequence details the general empirical method utilized by BT to identify and name new CS TPs.

(1) The patient is assessed and given CS treatment to all SCS TPs present.

(2) If symptoms persist, joint motion testing and tissue texture abnormalities are used to identify additional TPs not previously described in SCS.

(3) If a TP is identified, regional tissues including local skeletal muscle, ligaments, neuro-vascular structures, and the underlying viscera are manipulated in a 3-dimensional manner until a general vector (depth, direction and tissue location) is identified that alleviates the TP. This manipulation or glide is held for 15-45 seconds depending on the severity of the TP.

(4) Following a successful release, the patient is assessed to identify improvements or changes in mobility, pain, digestion, sensation, strength, balance, and/or other objective/subjective findings.
Additional TP examinations and treatment sessions are performed until the patient reaches maximum benefit or the symptoms have fully resolved. The reduction in peripheral nociception following CS treatment may allow the associated maladaptive CNS plasticity to normalize, even in supraspinal structures like the thalamus or limbic system.

To validate a newly identified TP, additional patients are examined and treated until the exact vector is verified that consistently results in a lasting release. The new TP is named based on the anatomical structure that may match the TP’s 3-dimensional vector. Whenever possible, the suspected anatomical structure (not just the surface diagnostic TP) is palpated for tissue texture changes before and after treatment to verify the association. Treatment response and symptoms are analyzed over time to confirm the suspected anatomical structure. For example, a newly identified TP is confirmed to be related to the ulnar nerve when treatment resolves pain and paresthesias experienced in the 4th and 5th digits.

**THEORETICAL RATIONALE FOR ‘FASCIAL’ COUNTERSTRAIN**

CS integrates fascia into the SCS model. There are two types of fascia: superficial and deep. Superficial fascia lies beneath the skin and plays a role in thermoregulation and skin turgor and is highly innervated. Deep fascia, on the other hand, lines muscle groups and organs and has long been called the ‘organ of form’ because of its role in offering structure and form to the human body (Garfin et al. 1981).
Recent research has demonstrated that deep fascia serves more than a structural purpose. All types of deep fascia, including tunica adventitia, peritoneum, epineurium, and myofascia (muscular fascia), have been shown to have extensive proprioceptive properties due to Type III and IV neurons (Feindel et al. 1948; Mitchell & Schmidt 2011; Ruch 1979; Schleip 2003; Stacey 1969; Stilwell 1957a, b). These neurons, rarely mentioned in physiological textbooks, are the predominant types of free nerve endings in deep fascia. The receptors have both nociceptive (pain sensing) and mechanoreceptive (movement sensing) properties and respond to even low threshold pressure changes such as light touch (Mitchell & Schmidt 2011). The pain experienced through excitation of fascial nociceptors is variable and can range from dull to sharp and from localized to diffuse (Geldard 1974; Landau & Bishop 1953). Because the deep fascia is effectively the outer layer of all tissues, it has been called the “largest sensory organ” in the human body (Schleip 2003). In general, nociceptors can be stimulated by mechanical, chemical, or thermal mechanisms including postural strain, disease states, physical trauma, and/or inflammation (Mitchell & Schmidt 2011; Mountcastle 1980; Schleip 2003). Once stimulated, peripheral nociceptors send signals to the spinal cord, activating secondary neurons that eventually ascend into the pain perceiving regions of the brain (Fryer 2016; Woolf 2011). The dorsal root ganglion neurons subsequently release inflammatory chemicals like substance P, bradykinin, and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) back into the peripheral tissues via antidromic nerve conduction. This ‘dumping’ effect of inflammatory mediators back into the periphery exacerbates the existing peripheral inflammatory
response causing hyperalgesia (abnormally heightened sensitivity to a noxious stimulus) (Willis et al. 1998).

Nociceptor activation may stimulate the autonomic nervous system. The most common effect of this is an elevation in sympathetic tone or sympathetic nervous system activation (SNA). At the spinal cord, interneurons and even some of the peripheral nociceptors' afferents project to the preganglionic neurons of the intermediolateral column producing autonomic effects including vasopressor/vasodilator effects, gastrointestinal stasis, and even alterations in immune function (Benarroch 2006; Cortelli & Pierangeli 2003; Foreman et al. 1984; Irvin et al. 1970; Johansson 1962; Mitchell & Schmidt 2011; Purslow 2010; Sato et al. 1979). Other somatic and/or visceral afferents project to the motor neurons of the ventral horn, driving MS protective reflexes called nocifensive reflexes. Some of these MS reflexes are local while others are multi-segmental contractions that the body utilizes to minimize noxious sensations which can manifest clinically as pain, limited mobility, even postural asymmetry (Howell & Willard 2005; Megirian 1962). In addition, visceral and somatic afferent nerves are known to converge into the same neurons at both the spinal cord (dorsal horn) and mid brain (ventrolateral periaqueductal gray) level. These shared visceral and MS nocifensive responses are known as viscero-somatic or somato-visceral reflexes and must be considered when evaluating patients with organ and/or somatic complaints (Cameron et al. 2008; Foreman et al. 1984).

SNA has been shown to cause ongoing arterial vasoconstriction and is known to be spinal-segment specific and therefore organ specific (Hijmering et al. 2002;
Malpas 2010). The subsequent disruption of circulation has been associated with renal failure, hypertension, and heart disease (Malpas 2010). Ongoing sympathetic activation may also cause a decrease in circulation to muscle tissue, the long term effects of which would logically lead to trophic changes such as muscle fiber and or tendon degeneration (Janig & Habler 1995).

Furthermore, second order noci-responsive neurons in the spinal cord can be stimulated which ascend via the spinothalamic and spinocervicothalamic tracts to the brainstem and thalamus (Ab Aziz & Ahmad 2006). The impact on the CNS can manifest as secondary hyperalgesia (pain located outside the primary area of injury) and even allodynia (pain to a non-noxious stimulus) (Ruch 1979; Woolf 2011). This concept of central sensitization, where repeated peripheral nociceptive input into the CNS causes a prolonged or ongoing increase in nociceptive pathway excitation, is a well-established phenomenon which can set up a positive feedback loop between central and peripheral nociceptors. This loop fosters the development of chronic pain conditions including fibromyalgia, temporomandibular dysfunction, and visceral pain syndromes (Fryer 2016; Woolf 2011).

Additional supraspinal influences such as increased limbic system activity can also occur in cases of myofascial pain syndrome (MPS). Niddam et al. demonstrated increased limbic system (i.e., anterior insula) activity in patients with upper trapezius MPS which can affect pain modulation and potentially cause psychological symptoms such as fear and anxiety (Niddam et al. 2007).
Central sensitization and subsequent excitation of peripheral nociceptors manifests clinically as *pressure hyperalgesia*, which lowers tissue pressure pain thresholds, effectively creating TPs (Woolf 2011). Many forms of osteopathic diagnosis have been shown to have poor reliability; however, research has demonstrated acceptable inter-examiner reliability using tissue palpation as a diagnostic criterion thus supporting the use of TP examination over other forms of manual diagnoses such as segmental motion testing (Seffinger et al. 2004).

In the CS approach, TPs are the primary finding by which a diagnosis is made. The concept of CS TPs (by definition tense, tender, edematous masses) accurately describes the presence of tissue edema as well as localized pressure hyperalgesia. Thus, the clinical signs and symptoms of the CS TP can be reasonably accounted for by utilizing the modern concepts of centrally stimulated nociceptors. Since nociceptors from all tissue types can excite interneurons at the spinal cord level, different systems could be injured or inflamed and act as the primary pain source or primary hyperalgesia location. Secondary hyperalgesia can therefore exist in surface MS locations despite originating from a completely different innervated tissue source such as a vascular or visceral structure (Fryer 2016; Meyer et al. 2005). Once created, TPs can be maintained by central mechanisms including spinal plasticity (maladaptive re-organization of spinal cord neurons) or by continued peripheral nociceptive input as patients continue to function in the presence of activated or symptomatic TPs (Woolf & Salter 2000).
In addition to the presence of nociceptors and mechanoreceptors, research has demonstrated that fascia has intrinsic contractile properties due to the presence of myofibroblasts (Purslow 2010; Schleip 2003). Schleip et al. (2005) measured the force of perimysial intermuscular fascia and found it to be sufficient to impact musculoskeletal behavior and/or gamma motor neuron activity around an involved joint. The ability of deep fascia to contract may help explain the last characteristic of CS tender points: ‘tissue texture change’ or the fact that tender points are palpable, even in anatomically neutral positions. In the past, paraspinal tissue texture changes in the region of pain have been attributed to reflex skeletal muscle contraction, however, more recent studies have not demonstrated resting EMG activity at the location of tissue change, calling into question the idea of ongoing, localized alpha motor neuron excitation (Fryer 2016). A plausible explanation for a localized increase in palpable muscle and/or fascial tone at rest, would be that practitioners are able to perceive not only localized edema but also contracted fascia related to the peripheral or central excitation of fascial nociceptors. Considering that perimysial fascia contributes to the pressure inside a muscle through its structural, physiological, and metabolic properties, it is conceivable that perimysial fascial contraction could cause a clinically recognizable increase in muscle tonus (Garfin et al. 1981).

The Effect of Reducing of peripheral Nociceptive Input on Central Sensitization

In 1992, Cohen et al. coined the term ‘refractory cervicobrachial pain’ (RCBP) after observing an ‘epidemic’ of cases involving patients with the clinical features of neuropathic pain (pain initiated or caused by a primary lesion or dysfunction in the
nervous system) but in whom no radiculopathy, peripheral neuropathy, arthropathy, or myopathy could be identified. These patients presented with allodynia, pain on joint movement, cutaneous hypoesthesia, and impaired motor function. Several patients who presented with autonomic symptoms, also received sympathetic (stellate ganglion) blocks without consistent resolution of pain symptoms, ruling out sympathetically mediated pain as the primary cause. Multiple sites of analgesic and/or sympathetic blocks, however, were found to significantly reduce the overall pain presentation. Thus, it was concluded that RCBP is due to repeated peripheral afferent nociceptive input from a number of possible tissue sources including capsular, muscular, and/or neural structures resulting in dorsal horn excitation (Cohen et al. 1992). This concept of reversing central sensitization by reducing the afferent barrage of peripheral nociceptive input has been experimentally and theoretically supported by other authors. Gracey et al. (1992) performed local anesthetic blocks of ‘painful foci’ associated with previous trauma (essentially blocking TPs) which abolished mechano-allodynia, cold allodynia, and spontaneous pain in all patients and relieved the motor symptoms in one patient with tonic contractures of the toes. The symptoms gradually returned as the anesthetic waned, demonstrating that peripheral nociception can drive central sensitization and is apparently reversible. In summary, Gracey concluded:

‘We propose a model of neuropathic pain in which ongoing nociceptive afferent input from a peripheral focus dynamically maintains altered central processing that accounts for allodynia, spontaneous pain, and other sensory and
motor abnormalities. Blocking the peripheral input causes the central processing to revert to normal, abolishing the symptoms for the duration of the block. The model accounts for sympathetically maintained (SMP) and sympathetically independent (SIP) pain.’ (Gracely et al. 1992)

Although the exact mechanism by which altered central processing is maintained is still debated, Gracey’s findings suggest that treatment of peripheral nociceptive sources can reverse the process. His research also supports the concept that central sensitization cannot exist without ongoing nociceptive input. This supports the CS multi-system model that utilizes the treatment of TPs to reduce the number of nociceptive sources in the periphery and thus reduce the amount of disability and pain experienced by patients during activities of daily living.

In the literature there is a distinction made between fascial TPs and myofascial trigger points (Trps). TPs are described as non-specific soft tissue locations of hyperalgesia that do not respond to local treatments and are often associated with widespread pain syndromes like fibromyalgia (Schneider 1995). On the other hand, Trps are hard, palpable, tender nodules located in a taut band of skeletal muscle that have historically responded well to local treatments. Trps can be classified as either active or latent. An active Trp is associated with spontaneous pain, and strong digital pressure on the active Trp exacerbates the patient’s familiar pain experience. Latent Trps, on the other hand, are not associated with a spontaneous pain complaint; however, pressure elicits pain locally at the site of the nodule. Both kinds of Trps can be associated with muscle dysfunction and weakness and limited range of motion.
Active Trps have elevated levels of substances known to be associated with pain, inflammation, sensitization, and intercellular signaling as compared to healthy skeletal muscle tissue (Shah & Gilliams 2008). These biochemistries include inflammatory mediators, neuropeptides, catecholamines, and cytokines. This supports the concept of active Trps being areas of primary hyperalgesia capable of initiating the process of central sensitization.

It is important to note that in CS, there is no distinction made between TP and Trps. All Trps and TPs can be treated successfully with CS manipulation. While in the literature Trps are often described solely in terms of myofascia, CS considers a potential protective relationship of Trps with underlying visceral, vascular, and neural tissues related to nocifensive reflex arcs. Whether they are purely MS or relate to another system through these reflex arcs, Trps are monitored and released in the same fashion as a TP found on a bony landmark. This means in CS, Trps are essentially considered a subset of TPs. Therefore identification and naming of a Trp in CS follows the same protocol as that for any TP.

Because CS practitioners do not distinguish Trps from the larger category of TPs for purposes of assessment and treatment, for the remainder of this discussion, ‘TPs’ will be used to describe all focal areas of tissue texture abnormality including those that could also be defined as Trps. For example, Figure 1 illustrates a TP (which in this case, fits the definition of a Trp) located in the proximal portion of the reflected head of the rectus femoris muscle. This TP empirically has been found to not respond to manipulation of the quadriceps however does release in response to a fascial glide.
applied to the ipsilateral ileum and associated peritoneal fascia. Thus the TP has been named ‘ileum’ instead of ‘rectus femoris’ (indicating visceral, not MS origin).
RATIONALE FOR MULTI-SYSTEM TP FORMATION

The following sequence details the proposed mechanism of TP formation after recognizing fascia as a dynamic, multi-system sensory organ and incorporating the concepts of central sensitization. This model is essentially an expanded version of the ‘nociceptive’ model proposed by Van Buskirk in 1990:

1) Trauma, inflammation, postural strain, or disease stimulates Type III and Type IV fascial nociceptors and/or mechanoreceptors. The primary nociceptive tissue can be musculoskeletal, visceral, vascular, or neural.

2) Stimulated peripheral nociceptors activate neurons in the dorsal root ganglia and dorsal horn of the spinal cord, causing excitation.

3) These centrally stimulated nociceptors anti-dromically release, via neurogenic inflammation, chemicals like Substance P and CGRP back into the peripheral tissues causing inflammation, leading to TP formation.

4) In some instances, peripheral nociceptors can excite neurons in the spinal intermediolateral system causing SNA. This chronic increased sympathetic activity will create arterial and/or venous vasoconstriction potentially leading to organ damage, impaired immune responses, and/or MS trophic changes.

5) Fascial contractility will be stimulated in the local area leading to exaggerated nocifensive and gamma motor neuron reflexes, regardless of the underlying tissue source. The patient will present with pain, limited mobility, tissue texture changes, and impaired function.
6) The patient will subsequently experience increased nociceptive input as they must function in the presence of exaggerated nocifensive reflexes and peripheral inflammation.

7) Second order spinal neurons will be repeatedly stimulated carrying nociceptive impulses to the brainstem, limbic system, and thalamus. This can lead to an exaggeration of normal pain perception in the CNS, which adds to the existing hyperalgesia and peripheral nociceptive input.

8) Plasticity or maladaptive changes can occur in the CNS leading to allodynia, further impairing function.

9) A chronic state of hyperalgesia is created, with or without sympathetic effects, in which all movement that goes against the established nocifensive reflexes is limited and painful. If SNA exists, arterial, venous, and/or lymphatic vasoconstriction will occur, limiting the ability of these systems to remove inflammatory mediators from the periphery and/or leading to trophic changes. This accounts for a large number of clinical conditions and syndromes where patients present with MS, neural, visceral, and/or vascular symptoms.

This multi-system fascial model would provide MS protection via nocifensive reflexes to all tissues, not just MS tissues. It seems improbable that the body would exclusively protect the MS system (via the gamma motor system) and not create a protective mechanism, such as the one described, to protect the more vital visceral, neural and vascular structures.

FASCIAL COUNTERSTRAIN CASE STUDY
**History:** Alisha, a 37-year-old white female, presented for an orthopedic consultation due to a six-year history of left shoulder pain and disability. The pain was described as a maximum of 10/10 with activities of daily living and reportedly did not respond to cortisone injection.

**Diagnostic testing:** The original MRI, performed three months prior to this visit, demonstrated a large calcific nodule in the Supraspinatus tendon as well as a ‘possible’ SLAP (superior labral tear) lesion. The calcific nodule was measured at 1 to 1.5 cm long. A subsequent MRI and X-ray performed following the orthopedic consultation verified the existence of a large calcific nodule which made up ‘a fairly large part of the Supraspinatus attachment, especially anteriorly,’ according to the attending orthopedist.

**Orthopedic treatment:** After reviewing the patient’s diagnostics and history, the orthopedist recommended sub-acromial decompression with debridement of any non-encapsulated calcium deposits.

**Surgical intervention:** Three weeks later, a sub-acromial decompression with ‘limited calcific debridement’ was performed. The calcific nodule was visualized during surgery and was not removed as it was ‘quite large’ and excision would have required a complete rotator cuff repair. Following shoulder decompression, the patient was referred for standard post-operative physical therapy consisting of modalities, passive stretching, and a program of strengthening exercises.

**Results of decompression and standard rehabilitation:** Five months after initial consultation and four and a half months following sub-acromial decompression and
standard rehabilitation, the patient returned to the orthopedist with continued complaints of shoulder pain and functional loss. She had been discharged from physical therapy after approximately 12 visits having reached maximum benefit. X-rays performed at this visit demonstrated no change in the calcific nodule that had now been present for at least eight months (see Figure 2).

Three-month surgery and rehabilitation follow-up: Eight months after the initial consultation, the orthopedist informed the patient that she would require a second, more invasive surgery to excise the calcific nodule. This second procedure, due to the amount of tissue that would need to be removed during the excision, would require a complete repair of the rotator cuff.

At that time, the patient requested to be referred to BT for CS treatment, in an attempt to avoid a second surgical procedure.
Initial evaluation: One month later, the initial physical therapy evaluation and CS treatment was performed. DASH (disabilities of the arm, shoulder, and hand) index demonstrated a 56% disability score. The pain was described as increasing, rated a constant 5/10 in the shoulder and cervicothoracic spine. The patient reported a progressive deterioration in function and was unable to reach overhead or sleep through the night. Shoulder flexion was pain limited at 140/180 degrees and abduction at 100/180 degrees. CS evaluation procedures identified multiple severe vascular, neural, and MS TPs in the left (involved) shoulder while only a limited number of mild TPs were identified in the uninvolved (right) shoulder. Although several systems of fascial TPs were identified, the TPs related to the sympathetic nervous system and Suprascapular artery were found to be the most sensitive and therefore diagnostic. In the CS model, this indicated impairment of arterial perfusion in the region of the left shoulder and rotator cuff (particularly the Supraspinatus.)

CS treatment: Initial treatment consisted of CS to the post-ganglionic sympathetics from C5 to T3 and the Suprascapular artery (see Figure 3). The second treatment (also exclusively CS) was targeted primarily to axillary fascia and neurovascular bundle to improve shoulder mobility and upper extremity blood flow. Over six months, a total of 18 sessions of CS were performed to the shoulder, TMJ, cervical spine, and thoracic spine in order to alleviate pain and restore functional range of motion all involved regions.
(a) Tender points for the post-ganglionic sympathetic nerves C4-C6

(b) Tender Points for the post-ganglionic sympathetics of T2-T5
CS treatment results: After the first treatment visit, the patient reported that she was able to sleep through the night for the ‘first time since the pain started,’ six years earlier. By the 11th visit she reported a 75% improvement in pain and was able to drive and reach overhead without pain. Her shoulder was no longer symptomatic, and treatment focus shifted to her TMJ, cervical spine, and thoracolumbar spine (per patient request).

Eight months after initiation of CS treatment, the patient had returned to full ADLs and was no longer being treated for her shoulder condition. During a routine follow-up visit with her orthopedist, she was found to have normal strength, normal range of motion, a negative impingement test, and near 100% subjective pain
reduction. X-rays taken that day demonstrated full and complete resolution of the calcific nodule (see Figures 4 and 5).

Figure 4
Prior to CS treatment, this patient had more than six years of shoulder pain and functional disability. Her treatment history included four orthopedic consultations, a cortisone injection, a sub-acromial decompression, and six weeks of standard post-operative physical therapy without resolution of her condition. At the time of referral, the calcification was clearly visible on X-ray and would likely have been graded in the moderate to severe range (type I or II) according to Gärtner and Heyer due to the calcification's size and well defined borders (Gärtner & Heyer 1995).

The etiology of calcific tendonitis is currently unknown (Uthoff et al. 1976). Research has demonstrated that calcific tendonitis, which occurs commonly in younger individuals, is often a self-limiting condition. Bosworth found the average rate of radiographic spontaneous resolution of calcific deposits to be 6.4% per year or
15 years for full reabsorption (Bosworth 1941). The calcific reabsorption rate can be accelerated with the addition of non-operative treatment according to Wolk and Wittenberg (Wolk & Wittenberg 1997). They reported a sonographic resolution rate of 82% within 8.6 years with conservative treatment. With regards to pain, research demonstrates that calcific tendonitis symptoms (not calcification reabsorption) requires on average 4.4 years to resolve with treatment; however, it can take up to 13.5 years in some cases (Ogon et al. 2009).

In this case study, the patient had significant symptom reduction (able to sleep through the night for the first time in six years) after one treatment with CS targeted to the sympathetic nervous system and vascular fascia. Full resolution of symptoms and complete radiographic calcific reabsorption was achieved within eight months of the onset of treatment, verified by independent orthopedic consultation and diagnostics (Figures 4 and 5). This is a significantly shorter period of time than is typically associated with standard, conservative treatment (4.4 years for symptom relief and 8.6 years for calcific reabsorption). Reabsorption, in this case, occurred 92% faster than average, possibly due to the contribution of CS treatment. Because no radiographs were taken before eight months after initiation of treatment, it is possible that calcific reabsorption began even earlier. Additional research is needed to determine treatment outcomes, but the results from this case study are promising.

We hypothesize that these case study results were due to a reduction in SNA following the application of CS technique. Successful release of multiple fascial TPs reduces nociceptive input to the spinal cord, leading to a normalization of sympathetic
firing and reduction of central sensitization. This alleviates vasoconstriction and
improves vascular perfusion to the rotator cuff, thus rapidly accelerating the natural
reabsorption process.

CONCLUSION

Fascial Counterstrain is a newly developed clinical tool designed to reduce
nociceptive input from all fascial systems with the ultimate goal of normalizing
nocifensive reflexes and eliminating central sensitization. The proposed physiological
rationale can explain the existence of fascial tender points and how they relate to
other body systems by utilizing the modern concepts of central processing and the
emerging science of fascia as a contractile sensory organ. We suggest that the body
protects all tissues, not just musculoskeletal structures, via nocifensive reflexes
orchestrated by the fascial system. While further research is needed to fully validate
the treatment strategy described, the rationale and case study presented support the
use of Fascial Counterstrain in cases of musculoskeletal pain related to sympathetic
nervous system activation. Counterstrain has the potential to offer a new primary
treatment method for numerous idiopathic medical conditions that are known to exist
in virtually every field of medicine.
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Figure Captions

**Figure 1.** CS release for ileum, visceral dysfunction (Tuckey 2008). TP is located over the reflected head of the Rectus Femoris muscle, just below the upper rim of the acetabulum (superior, medial, and deep to the greater trochanter) (a). Treatment is performed with the patient supine, and fascial glide is applied to the ileum, beneath the umbilicus, in a posterior, lateral, and slightly inferior direction toward the acetabulum (b).

**Figure 2.** Three-month follow-up X-ray taken after surgery and standard rehabilitation.

**Figure 3.** CS release for C4-T5 post ganglionic sympathetic nerves (Tuckey 2014, 2015c). TPs are located over the anterior aspect of the cervical transverse processes from C4-C6 (a) and over the inferior aspect of the rib tubercles 2-5 (b) (Note that the TPs are non-muscular). To palpate TP locations approach anterior to posterior for the C4-C5 locations and inferior to superior for the T2-T5 locations. Treatment is performed with patient supine positioning the shoulder into flexion and adduction with the addition of mild arm traction as needed to resolve the TP (c).

**Figure 4.** Post CS treatment X-ray.

**Figure 5.** Post CS treatment, physician follow-up notes.